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Abstract
This paper exploits various meta-heuristic optimization techniques to learn PID controller parameters for nonlinear systems. 
The nonlinear systems considered here are well known ball and beam, inverted pendulum, and robotic arm manipulator. The 
gain parameters of the controllers are optimized by using two categories of meta-heuristic optimization techniques—swarm-
based grasshopper optimization algorithm and particle swarm optimization and human-based, i.e., teacher learning-based 
optimization. Mean square error has been used to measure the performance of various algorithms. Robustness of these algo-
rithms is studied and compared using parameter perturbation and external disturbance. There are substantial improvements in 
the performance of these plants using the mentioned algorithms as shown in the simulation results. A detailed comparative 
analysis of these algorithms has also been done.

Keywords Inverted pendulum · Ball and beam · Robotic arm manipulator · Particle swarm optimization (PSO) · 
Grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA), · Teacher learning-based optimization (TLBO)

1 Introduction

Performance analysis of nonlinear systems is a challeng-
ing task and plays a vital role in control theory [4, 41, 46]; 
therefore, design of a suitable controller is the need of the 
hour [32, 50]. A robust controller should be able to handle 
the sudden change, uncertainty, and other system nonlineari-
ties [15]. Conventional PID controllers used to be the initial 
choice for control engineers in industries because of their 
simplicity [44]. These controllers failed to show an effective 
operation to complex, coupled nonlinear plants with uncer-
tainties [31]. The analysis of nonlinear systems has been 
done with different inputs and conditions like time delay, 
dead zone, etc. [49, 16]. In the literature, many controllers 
and control techniques with various optimization algorithms 
have been suggested to tune the controller parameters. The 
optimized controller not only improves the system response 
but also adapts the changes quickly. Due to simplicity, PID 
controller has been used with optimization algorithms and 
gave the satisfactory results in analysis of nonlinear sys-
tems. Ball and beam is a highly nonlinear control problem; 
hence, conventional PID controller is unable to handle the 
nonlinearities and disturbances acting on it [7, 45]. Genetic 
algorithm (GA) with PID controller parameters has been 
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used to evaluate the performance of the system in terms of 
minimizing the error [12 8]. State observer and fractional 
controller has also been used for dynamical analysis of ball 
and beam system [25–10]. Ant colony optimization (ACO) 
with fuzzy logic controller (FLC) was used to improve the 
performance of ball and beam system [5, 11]. For another 
example, i.e., robotic arm manipulator, adaptive control and 
online tuning has been done to improve its performance [23, 
9]. Fuzzy logic controller in combination with PD controller 
has been used for the analysis of wheeled robot system [19, 
13]. A comparative study of PID and FLC has been carried 
out for inverted pendulum also [20]. The performance of 
the system was also analyzed with algorithm-based LQR 
controller [48].

1.1  Related Work

In the literature, benchmark problems of control engineer-
ing are analyzed with control schemes like linear quadratic 
regulators (LQR) [33], state-space control [24], sliding mode 
control (SMC) [36], neural networks (NN) [17, 6], and fuzzy 
logic control (FLC) [47, 43]. Many nature-inspired and evo-
lutionary techniques have been discussed such as genetic 
algorithms (GA), ant colony optimization (ACO), and par-
ticle swarm optimization (PSO) [3], and they have shown 
improved performance of the system [9]. Generally speak-
ing, these swarm-based algorithms have some limitations 
and take more computational effort [42]. Mohammed et al. 
[29] used genetic algorithm (GA) and moth swarm algorithm 
(MSA) for finding the optimal location and sizing of distrib-
uted generation. Kumar et al. [22] used ant colony optimi-
zation (ACO) and K-means clustering algorithm to find the 
shortest path from source to destination for Internet of things 
(IoT) models. Raj et al. [34] used three-degree-of-freedom 
(DOF) cabling robot with PID controller to find stable tra-
jectories. Recently few algorithms have been developed, i.e., 
grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) [39] and teacher 
learning-based optimization algorithm (TLBO) [35] which 
reduces the computational effort during the optimization 
process and handles the uncertain behavior in less time [30] 
as compared to older algorithms. Sahu et.al. [38] used TLBO 
algorithm to optimize fuzzy PID controller parameters and 
compared it with various other algorithms for automatic 
generation control (AGC). The performance was analyzed 
in terms of time domain parameters. Khooban et.al. [21] 
used type-2 fuzzy PID controller to track the trajectory of 
nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots. TLBO algorithm 
was used to optimize the controller parameters and improve 
the trajectory response. Abualigah et al. [1], GOA has been 
widely used since its proposal because of its good explora-
tion ability and less number of controlling parameters. The 
work related to GOA can be divided as improvements in 

GOA and its application in different areas. Mafarja et al. 
[26] used binary GOA (BGOA) in feature selection problem. 
Feature selection is a complex machine learning problem, 
and so a binary version of GOA has been used to obtain the 
optimal subset of informative features. Sigmoid model and 
V-shaped transfer function have been used to convert GOA 
into BGOA. BGOA is implemented on several test func-
tions and reflected better performance as compared to other 
related techniques. Arora et al. [2] proposed chaotic GOA 
(GOA) to investigate the performance of system. A random-
ness was introduced in to the system by chaotic maps which 
tried to balance the search abilities and speed of convergence 
of the algorithm. The proposed CGOA was implemented 
on several benchmark functions showing the satisfactory 
results as compared to others. Lotfipour [25] used discrete 
TLBO (DTLBO) in reconfiguration disturbed generation 
problem. It is a complex combinational problem in which 
objective was to improve the voltage profile while minimiz-
ing power loss. The comparison of DTLBO was done with 
other existing methods and found that DTLBO maintained 
voltage profile quite well and significantly minimized the 
power loss. Shabanpour-Haghighi [40] used modified TLBO 
(MTLBO) to analyze multiobjective power flow problem. 
The fuel cost and total emission were taken as objective 
functions. The authors utilized self-adapting wavelet muta-
tions which enhanced the convergence speed of the algo-
rithm. It was verified with other methods and showed better 
results. Sahu [37] used TLBO algorithm with two degrees of 
freedom of PID controller for automatic generation control 
(AGC) and showed better results in terms of sensitivity and 
load variations.

1.2  Research Gap and Motivation

Several meta-heuristic algorithms have been proposed in the 
literature to analyze nonlinear dynamical systems. Swarm-
based algorithms require algorithm-specific parameters 
along with common control parameters. For example, PSO 
uses cognitive and social parameters and inertia weight. 
Improper tuning of these algorithms may lead to local 
optimal solutions due to their poor exploration ability or 
may need lots of computational efforts. Recently, another 
swarm-based algorithm, GOA, was proposed inspired by 
grasshopper behavior. It has shown better results as far as 
balance of exploration and exploitation is concerned. TLBO 
is a human-based algorithm, which does not have algorithm-
specific control parameters and therefore takes less compu-
tational efforts that makes it a better choice for nonlinear 
system analysis.

In this paper, these optimization algorithms to tune the 
parameters of PID controllers have been implemented on 
benchmark problems such as inverted pendulum, ball and 
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beam, and robotic arm manipulator. By optimizing the con-
troller parameters and minimizing the mean squared error, 
system performances have been improved significantly. The 
paper is organized as follows:

In Sect. 2, mathematical modeling and equations of non-
linear systems are described. In Sect. 3, the optimization 
algorithm-based control scheme is shown. The effect of 
these algorithms and their comparative analysis is carried 
out in Sect. 4. A brief conclusion is discussed in Sect. 5.

2  Mathematical Modeling of Nonlinear 
Systems

In this section, the three benchmark problems are discussed 
in brief.

2.1  Inverted Pendulum

Inverted pendulum system is one of the classical examples in 
control engineering [20, 48]. The problem here is to design 
a controller that can balance the pendulum position as the 
cart moves [45, 14] and also adapts the system uncertainties 
effectively and efficiently. Figure 1 shows the schematic of 
the inverted pendulum. When force F is applied on the cart, 
pendulum angle � changes. [14] The controller tries to sta-
bilize the pendulum position as quickly as possible. Table 1 
shows the specific parameters used to analyze the system.

The system equations are given as-

(1)

F = (M + m)
d2x

dt2
+ b

dx

dt
+ ml

d2�

dt2
cos � − ml

(
d�

dt

)2

sin �

2.2  Ball and Beam

Ball and beam is another benchmark problem in control 
engineering [11, 28]. In Fig. 2, ball is placed on a beam and 
due to gravity, it rolls along the beam [17, 18]. As the servo 
gear angle � changes, the beam angle � also changes [10, 13]. 
The objective is to control the ball position as servo angle 
changes. Table 2 shows the specific parameters used for the 
analysis of this system.

The equations governing the system behavior are as fol-
lows -

For the small value of α, Eq. (3) can be written as –

Beam angle and gear angle are related by the following 
equation -

(2)
(
I + ml2

)d2�
dt2

+ ml sin � = −ml
d2x

dt2
cos �

(3)
(
m +

jb

R2

)
rr̈ +

jb

R𝛼
− mṙ𝛼2 + mg sin 𝛼 = 0

(4)
(
m +

jb

R2

)
r = ṁg𝛼

Fig. 1  Inverted pendulum

Table 1  Parameters of inverted pendulum

Parameters name Values

Cart mass M = 0.5 kg
Pendulum mass m = 0.2 kg
Cart friction b = 0.1 N/m/sec
Pendulum length l = 0.3 m
Pendulum inertia I = 0.006 kg*m2

Gravitational constant g = 9.8 m/s2

d

Gear

Lever Arm

Beam
Ball

r
L

θα

Fig. 2  Ball and beam
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2.3  Robotic Arm Manipulator

Robotic arm manipulator is a complex nonlinear system [23]. 
To control the arm position, various types of controllers like 
PID, adaptive [19], and robust controllers have been used [7] 
in the literature. Figure 3 shows robotic arm manipulator, and 
Table 3 shows the specific parameters used for the analysis of 
the same. Here in Fig. 3 as the angle �1 of link 1 changes, the 
angle �2 of the link 2 also changes simultaneously. The main 
objective is to control the arm position of link 2 by controlling 
the angle �2.

The displacement of x and y in terms of �1 and �2 is given 
as follows-

(5)� =
(
d

L

)
�

(6)x1 = l1Sin �1

The kinetic energy is given as-

The potential energy is given as-

3  Control Scheme

PID controller is implemented with various optimization 
algorithms that improve the performance as compared 
to conventional algorithms [27] which not only handles 
the parametric changes effectively but also tries to settle 
the sudden changes in the system fast during the opera-
tion. These algorithms not only give the optimized value 
of gains but also minimize the objective function of the 
system. The control scheme is shown in Fig. 4. In this 
figure, PID controller along with mentioned optimization 
algorithms is shown. These algorithms not only optimize 
the controller parameters KP , K1 , and Kd but also mini-
mize the mean square error (MSE) Fig. 5, i.e., objective 
function. The input to the controller is the error, and the 
output of it is feeding the nonlinear plant. The objective is 
to bring the actual output to be equal to the set point using 
PID controller.

(7)y2 = l2Sin �2

(8)x2 = l1Sin�1 + l2Sin
(
�1 + �2

)

(9)y2 = l1 cos �1 + l2Cos
(
�1 + �2

)

(10)K.E =
1

2
m1v

2
1
+

1

2
m2v

2
2
+

1

2
j1�

2
1
+

1

2
j2�

2
2

(11)P.E = m1gI1 sin �1 + m2g(I1 sin �1 +
(
I2 sin

(
�1 + �2

))

Table 2  Parameters of ball and beam

Parameters name Values

Ball mass m = 0.11 Kg
Ball radius R = 0.015 m
Beam length L = 0.015 m
Lever arm d = 0.03 m
Gravitational constant g = 9.8 m/s2

Ball inertia jb = 9.99 e −6 kg*m2

Beam length L = 1.8 m
� = Servo gear angle
� = Beam angle
r = Ball position coordinate

y0 y1

y2 x2

x1

x0

l1

l2

2

1

θ

θ

Fig. 3  Robotic arm manipulator

Table 3  Parameters of robotic arm manipulator

Parameters name Values

Length of link 1 l1= 1 m
Length of link 2 l2 = 1 m
Mass of link 1 m1 = 1 kg
Mass of link 2 m2 = 1 kg
Distance to half of the link lc1 = lc2 = 0.5 m

Moment of inertia j1 = j2 = 9.99e − 6

kg ∗ m2

Gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s2

�1, �2 are angle of links 1 and 2
v1, v2 are velocity of links 1 and 2
�1,�2 are angular position of links 1 and 2
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Fig. 4  The control scheme of 
optimization algorithm-based 
PID controller

Fig. 5  Flowchart of TLBO 
algorithm
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3.1  Model of PID Controller

PID controller is a conventional controller that is used in 
industries to control various processes [16]. For nonlinear 
systems, because of its limitations, PID controller needs lots 
of efforts to handle the nonlinearities [12] and uncertainties 
of systems. By proper tuning of PID controller parameters, 
system performance can be improved to a decent extent [8].

The equation of PID controller is -

where e (t) is the error, KP is proportional gain, Ki is integral 
gain, and Kd is derivative gain.

3.2  Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO)

PSO is a swarm intelligence algorithm based on the flock-
ing of birds. In PSO, particles move in a search space and 
follow the optimal path [3]. Fitness values and velocities are 
obtained by the fitness function [49]. Update equations of 
velocity and position are given as follows-

where wis inertia weight,∅1,∅2 are the learning rates, and 
rand1 , rand2 are random numbers between [0 1].w is the 
weighting function,Vk

i
 and Xk

i
 are velocity and position of 

current particles, pbestk
i
 is the pbest of particle i , and gbest 

is the best solution. The initial values of algorithm specific 
parameters are: number of swarms = 1000, �1 = �2 = 0.01 
and w = 2 . Initially, the PID controller parameters, i.e., KP , 
Ki , and Kd , are assigned with some random values to calcu-
late the objective function or fitness value. Now with each 
iteration, the error value changes which further changes the 
fitness value. Due to convergence property of algorithm, fit-
ness value will be minimum and at the same time the optimal 
value of the parameters is obtained.

3.3  Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm (GOA)

GOA is a comparatively new optimization algorithm. Swarm 
in its adulthood has a long-range and random movement 
in search space [39]. Grasshopper has an effective chief 
feature for food seeking. Swarm segments the search pro-
cess in two tendencies, i.e., exploration and exploitation. 
In exploration, the search agents are fortified to move in 
whole search space and they move locally during exploi-
tation to find the best solution [3]. Grasshopper naturally 

(12)C(t) = KPe(t) + Ki ∫ e(t) + Kd

d

dt
e(t)

(13)
V
k+1
i

= w ∗ V
k

i
+ �1 × rand1 ×

(
pbestk

i
− X

k

i

)

× pbestk
i
+ �2 × rand2

(
gbest − X

k

i

)

(14)Xk+1
i

= Xk
i
+ Vk+1

i

performs these two functions in seeking the targets. The ini-
tial values of algorithm specific parameters are: number of 
search agents = 1000, b = 0.5l = 1.5 . In GOA basically the 
effect of attraction and repulsion forces is used to calculate 
the fitness function. Repulsion forces allow to use grass-
hopper exploration ability while attraction force allows to 
use exploitation ability. After assigning the initial values, 
the objective or fitness function value will be calculated for 
individual grasshopper. Now based on fitness value, not only 
the worst solution is removed from the population but also 
position is updated using Eq. (21). Unlike PSO, GOA has 
only one position vector to improve the existing solutions, 
which accelerate the convergence mobility of GOA.

Swarming behavior of grasshopper is defined by follow-
ing mathematical equations-

where Px is position, Ax is social interaction with other 
grasshoppers, Bx is gravity force, Cx is wind effect of xth 
grasshopper, and r1, r2 , and r3 are random numbers between 
[0, 1].

whereDxy is the distance between xth and yth grasshopper 
computed as, Dxy =

|||iy − ix
|||,

D̂xy =
iy−ix

Dxy

 , is unit vector from xth and yth grasshopper.

The social forces h are computed as follows –

where b and l are attraction intensity and length and r is 
the coordinate representing direction of grasshopper, 
respectively.

Components B and C are calculated as follows-

where g is gravitational constant, êg and ê� are unit vectors, 
and � is drift constant.

Now Eq. (15) can be written as-

where n is number of grasshoppers. Since the target location 
is undiscovered, the grasshopper that owns the best fitness is 

(15)Px = r1Ax + r2Bx + r3Cx

(16)
Ax =

n∑

y = 1

y ≠ x

h(Dxy) × D̂xy

(17)h(r) = be
−r

l − e−r

(18)Bx = − g × êg

(19)Cx = − � × ê�

(20)
Px =

n∑

y = 1

y ≠ x

h(
|||iy − ix

|||) ×
iy − ix

Dxy

− gêg + �ê�
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estimated as the near one to the target. To attain the objec-
tive, grasshoppers continue their movement in the direction 
of the target in the social interaction network [39]. To bal-
ance between global search and local search, the location of 
grasshoppers is updated and hence the comfort zone reduces 
adaptively. After the exploitation and exploration process, 
grasshoppers ultimately achieved a convergence and find the 
best solution.

The updated equation of position is given as follows-

where ubd and lbd are upper and lower bound, respectively, 
and T̂d is the location of the target in d dimension, k is 
decreasing coefficient, and Pd

x
(t) , Pd

y
(t) are position of xth 

and yth grasshopper, respectively.

3.4  Teaching–Learning‑Based Optimization (TLBO) 
Algorithm

TLBO is are recently suggested human-based algorithm 
inspired from classroom teaching process of teacher and 
students. This algorithm is efficient and effective due to less 
computational efforts and few parameters. It has two phases: 
teacher phase and student phase also known as the learner 
phase [35]. Teacher phase in this algorithm shows the explo-
ration ability in which learners can enhance their knowl-
edge with teacher experience while the interactions between 
learners shows the exploitation ability of the algorithm. The 
teacher is considered as the best solution for the problem. 
By interacting with learners, teacher tries to increase the 
mean of the class. In second phase, learners enhance their 
knowledge by interacting with other learners. Through this 
interaction process, learner parameters are updated that lead 
to optimal solution. The initial values of algorithm-specific 
parameters are: population size = 1000, TW = 1.5 , c1 = 1 . 
Initially in teacher phase based on skill and knowledge, 
teacher interacts with students and increase their knowledge. 
Teacher has the responsibility to increase the average result 
of the class. By using Eq. (23), the fitness value will be cal-
culated. Now with update fitness value, learners interact with 
each other and increase their knowledge by using Eq. (26) or 
(28). With each iteration, controller parameters change with 
fitness function value.

The equation of teacher phase is given by –

(21)

Pd
x
(t + 1) = k

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

G�

y = 1

y ≠ x

k(
ubd − lbd

2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

× s
�
Pd
y
(t) − Pd

x
(t)
�

×

�
Pd
y
(t) − Pd

x
(t)

Dxy

�
+ T̂d

Teacher tries to improve difference means, Mdi of the 
class and is calculated as follows-

where c1 is a random number between 0 and 1. Y
df besti

 is the 
result of the best learner in subject d, TW is the teaching 
weight whose value is generally taken either 1 or 2, Mdi 
is mean result of learners in subject d and f  is number of 
iterations.

Using Eq. (22) solution is updated by the following 
equation-

where   Y
dfi

  is result of  ith learner in subject  d  on f th 
iterations.

For learner phase, parameters are updated by the inter-
action process. If only two learners,U  and V  , are con-
sidered with the assumption that their knowledge is not 
equal, then –

Assuming that knowledge transfer is taking place from 
U to V  , then

Assuming that knowledge transfer is taking place from 
V  to U , then

where Y ′′
dUi

 is the updated value of learner U in subject d.

4  Results and Discussion

All the three algorithms, i.e., PSO, GOA and TLBO, were 
implemented to tune the parameters of PID controller so 
as to improve the performance by minimizing mean square 
error of the systems, as discussed above.

4.1  Inverted Pendulum

To control the position of pendulum, sequentially all algo-
rithms were implemented on PID controller. The tuned 
PID controller quickly stabilized the pendulum position. 

(22)Difference Mean
dfi

= c1 ×
(
Y
df besti

− TW ∗ M
di

)

(23)Y
�
dfi

= Y
dfi
+ Difference Mean

dfi

(24)Y
′
totalU,i ≠ Y

′
totalV ,i

(25)If Y ′
totalU,i < Y

′
totalV ,i

(26)Y
��
dUi

= Y
�
dUi

+ c1

(
Y
�
dUi

− Y
�
dVi

)

(27)If Y ′
total V , i < Y ′

totalU,i

(28)Y
��
dUi

= Y
�
dUi

+ c1

(
Y
�
dVi

− Y
�
dUi

)
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Figure 6a–d shows that GOA-based PID controller depicts 
better performance. Table 4 shows that settling time is 
0.08 s, rise time is 1.55 s, peak time is 0.011 s, peak value 
is 1.5 and overshoot is 50%, which is less as compared to 
PSO- and TLBO-tuned controller. Figure 6b shows that 
when a sudden step input is applied to the system at t = 2 s, 
GOA-based PID controller responds fast reflecting bet-
ter performance. The simulation results in Fig. 6c show 
that MSE for GOA-tuned controller converges faster as 

compared to others. Table 5 clearly shows, mean square 
error value significantly reduced to a value of “0.15547” 
in 03 iterations.

4.1.1  Ascertaining Robustness of Inverted Pendulum

The main objective of this section is to show the robustness of 
inverted pendulum. The mass of pendulum is perturbed with a 
value of 0.05 kg. The new mass of pendulum becomes -

Fig. 6  a Pendulum position 
with different algorithms, b 
pendulum position subjected 
to a sudden disturbance, and c 
mean squared error using differ-
ent algorithms
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where m = 0.2 kg (Pendulum mass),Δm = 0.05 kg (perturbed 
value in pendulum mass), andm1 = new value of pendulum 
mass.

Figure 7 shows the step response of the plant. Table 6 shows 
the transient performance, i.e., rise time, settling time, peak 
time, overshoot, and peak values.

4.2  Ball and Beam

Next, PID controller with three algorithms was simulated on 
ball and beam. The ball position was stabilized by a tuned 
PID controller. Figure 8a shows that TLBO-based PID con-
troller shows better performance. Table 4 clearly shows that 
settling time is 0.9 s, rise time is 1.062 s, peak time is 0.30 s, 
peak value is 1.18 and overshoot is 18%, which are less as 
compared to that with PSO and GOA. When a sudden step 
input is applied at t = 2 s, TLBO-tuned controller adapts the 

m1 = m + Δm

changes fast and shows better performance as depicted in 
Fig. 8c. Table 5 shows, mean square error value significantly 
minimizes to a value of “0.006054” in 35 iterations.

4.2.1  Ascertaining Robustness of Ball and beam

Robustness of ball and beam is analyzed using the parameter 
perturbation method. The value of the ball mass is perturbed 
with a value of 0.02 kg. The new mass of ball becomes -

where m = 0.11 kg (mass of ball),Δm = 0.02 kg (perturbed 
value in ball mass), and m1 = new value of ball mass.

Figure 9 shows the response of the system with perturbed 
value of mass. Table 6 shows the system performance in 
terms of rise time, settling time, peak time, overshoot, and 
peak values.

4.3  Robotic Arm Manipulator

The third example, i.e., robotic arm manipulator, is also 
simulated with all the mentioned algorithms. By proper 
tuning of the controller, robotic arm position was stabi-
lized. Figure 10a shows, GOA-based PID controller gives 
better performance. Table 4 shows that settling time is 
0.2280 s, rise time is 1.35 s, peak time is 0.0346 s, peak 
value is 1.505 and overshoot is 50%, which are less as 
compared to PSO- and TLBO-tuned controller. When a 
sudden step input is applied at t = 2 s, GOA-based PID 
controller adapts the changes fast and shows better perfor-
mance as depicted in Fig. 10b. Fig. 10c shows that GOA 
gives better results, in terms of minimizing the objective 
function, i.e., MSE. Table 5 shows, mean square error 
value significantly minimizes with a value of “0.16558” 
in five iterations.

m1 = m + Δm

Table 4  Comparison of 
algorithms for different systems

Algorithms Rise time (s) Peak time (s) Peak value Settling time (s) Overshoot (%)

Inverted pendulum
PSO 1.44 0.032 1.6 0.45 60
TLBO 1.62 0.05 1.8 0.9 80
GOA 1.55 0.011 1.5 0.08 50
Ball and beam
PSO 1.233 0.31 1.37 1.28 37
TLBO 1.062 0.30 1.18 0.9 18
GOA 1.665 1.75 1.85 - 85
Robotic arm manipulator
PSO 1.143 0.135 1.27 0.7556 27
TLBO 0.963 0.9 1.07 0.78 7
GOA 1.35 0.0346 1.505 0.2280 50

Table 5  Comparison of mean square error (MSE)

Algorithms Mean square error 
(MSE)

Iterations

Inverted pendulum
PSO 0.15550 10
TLBO 0.11574 5
GOA 0.15547 3
Ball and beam
PSO 0.00604 42
TLBO 0.00650 35
GOA 0.00604 43
Robotic arm manipulator
PSO 0.15640 11
TLBO 0.15628 10
GOA 0.15545 5
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4.3.1  Ascertaining Robustness of Robotic Arm Manipulator

The objective of this section is to show the robustness of 
the robotic arm manipulator. In order to test the robust-
ness, the value of the length of robot link 1 is perturbed 
with a value of 0.02 m, so the new length of robotic link 
1 is-

where l1 = 1 m (length of robot link 1), ∆l = 0.02 m (per-
turbed value in robot link 1 length).

l = new value of robot link 1.
Figure  11 shows the step input response with per-

turbed value of the length of robot link. Table 6 shows the 

l = l1 + Δl

Fig. 7  a Response of pendulum 
position with mass perturba-
tion and b sudden disturbance 
response of pendulum position 
using perturbed value of mass

Table 6  Comparison of systems 
with parameter perturbation

Algorithms Rise time (s) Peak time (s) Peak value Settling time (s) Overshoot (%)

Inverted pendulum
PSO 1.411 0.0342 1.5685 0.4824 56
TLBO 1.6074 0.0529 1.7877 1.124 78
GOA 1.3833 0.01015 1.5374 0.112 53
Ball and beam
PSO 1.2351 0.30 1.3724 1.43 37
TLBO 1.0602 0.302 1.178 1.12 17
GOA 1.683 1.723 1.87 - 87
Robotic arm manipulator
PSO 1.1403 0.133 1.267 0.85 26
TLBO 0.967 0.0958 1.0751 0.82 7
GOA 1.3527 0.0347 1.503 0.28 50
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transient performance, i.e., rise time, settling time, peak 
time, overshoot, and peak values.

4.4  Comparative Analysis

A comparative study of the three systems is done here. The 
performance is analyzed with parameters like rise time, 

settling time, peak value, and mean square error (MSE). 
Table 4 shows a comparative chart.

For each system, mean square error (MSE) calculated 
with different algorithms is shown in Table 5.

To evaluate the robustness of the tuning methods, param-
eter values as discussed in the problems are perturbed. 
Table 6 shows the comparison in terms of rise time, settling 
time, peak time, peak value, and overshoot.

Fig. 8  a Ball position with 
different algorithms b Ball 
position subjected to a sudden 
disturbance c Mean square error 
of Ball and beam with different 
algorithms
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The computational efforts involved in getting the output 
in one iteration are shown in Table 7. TLBO involves less 
number of arithmetic operations followed by GOA and PSO, 
respectively.

5  Conclusion

In this paper, optimization methods such as PSO-, TLBO-, 
and GOA-tuned PID controller were implemented on 
inverted pendulum, ball and beam, and robotic arm manip-
ulator. GOA-based PID controller showed better perfor-
mance as compared to other techniques. The controller 
stabilized the pendulum position quickly and adapted the 
sudden change and uncertainty in the system. Mean square 
error (MSE) value was reduced quite effectively. TLBO-
based PID controller depicted better performance to sta-
bilize the ball position as compared to other methods and 
also handled the sudden change in the system quite well 
thus showed an improved system performance. The mean 
square error (MSE) was minimized significantly which 
further enhanced the system performance. For robotic 

arm manipulator, GOA-based PID controller showed bet-
ter results as compared to other techniques. Mean square 
error (MSE) was also minimized rapidly with very low 
value. To test the robustness of the system, parameters of 
the systems were perturbed from their original values and 
the results showed that the controller was able to adapt 
these changes quickly with mentioned algorithms.

In brief, the following points are worth mentioning -

1. From the transient performance of the systems with the 
mentioned algorithms, it is seen that GOA gives lesser 
time response parameters as compared to the other two 
(refer Table 4).

2. Mean square error was calculated with different algo-
rithms for the three systems. For inverted pendulum, 
GOA is faster as compared to other two. It needed only 
three iterations to converge with MSE as 0.15547. For 
robotic arm manipulator, again GOA showed least num-
ber of iterations to reduce MSE to minimum. For ball 
and beam; however, TLBO was better. (Refer Table 5).

3. As seen from Table 6, TLBO is making the two sys-
tems (ball and beam and robotic arm manipulator) more 

Fig. 9  a Response of ball posi-
tion using perturbed value of 
mass with different algorithms 
and b sudden disturbance 
response of ball position using 
perturbed value of mass with 
different algorithms
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robust while GOA depicts better performance for the 
inverted pendulum.

4. As far as computational time for a single iteration is con-
cerned, TLBO algorithm takes least time for calculating 
mean square error (MSE) for all the three systems (refer 
Table 7).

5. To the best of our knowledge, such analysis of TLBO 
and GOA algorithms for optimization of PID parameters 
has not been performed on these benchmark problems.

6  Future Scope

Some future directions related to the work are discussed 
below:

1. Hybrid algorithms are very powerful approach for non-
linear systems analysis. Human-based algorithms and 
its variants can be used with recent swarm-based and 
physics-based algorithms and its variants. In this way 

Fig. 10  a Robotic arm position 
with different algorithms, b 
robotic arm position subjected 
to a sudden disturbance with 
different algorithms, and c 
mean square error of robotic 
arm manipulator with different 
algorithms
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better utilization of exploration and exploitation phases 
can be obtained.

2. Different soft computing techniques like fuzzy, artifi-
cial neural network (ANN), and adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference systems (ANFIS) can also be used with hybrid 
algorithms.

3. Lyapunov stability-based learning algorithm can also be 
used along with hybrid algorithms to study the behavior 
of nonlinear systems which would ascertain the stability 
of the systems.
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